COURSE BOOK
OBLIGATORY 2-PHASE TRAINING

FOREWORD

INTRODUCTION

Dear course participants

Surname / Name

Road safety concerns all of us. Each year, hundreds of people are involved in traffic accidents and every one of these victims is one too many.
With the help of our courses, we hope to share all necessary information with road users for preventing future traffic accidents. Please help
us make the roads a safer place.

Place of residence

The whole 2PA Team wishes you an engaging, educational, and exciting
training session.

Job / Desired career
The car you drive
How often do you use your car?
What distance do you drive daily?

Please do not hesitate to ask questions about the topic and actively participate in the lesson to make the most of the session.

Your expectations for today's course...
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THE POINT OF TWO-PHASE TRAINING

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

Problems new drivers and adolescents face

Accidents do not simply occur, they always have a cause

18-24-year olds suffer from twice the amount of licence suspensions
as those over 70!
(13’990 compared to 7’400/ Numbers from ADMAS 2018)

The fact is that adolescent drivers are involved in most traffic accidents.

On average, 14 young adults are killed and 375 are heavily injured on
Swiss streets in a year.
This is particularly the case when they’re driving or riding a motorcycle.
We want to change this!
Source: ASTRA Federal Office for Roads
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ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

Traffic accidents in Switzerland 2019

on foot		

on bike

2146		

4685

on motorcycle		
3444		

Total accidents		

53'528

Daily accidents		

147

Severely injured		

3'454

Mildly injured		

14'128

Deaths 		

187

in cars
9382

Source: ASTRA Federal Office for Roads / bfu
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Reference numbers for Switzerland in 2019

Source: ASTRA Federal Office for Roads
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ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

Accidents are most frequent in towns and are frequently
underestimated

Most frequent types of accidents

- Skidding accidents / Self-caused accidents
- Collisions
- Accidents while turning into a street
- Overtaking / Changing lanes
Young adults are disproportionately affected by traffic accidents.
They suffer from higher risks, particularly when they travel with
motor vehicles. There are many reasons for this trend.

Source: ASTRA Federal Office for Roads
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ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

CLEVER DRIVING

Why do accidents happen?

What does clever driving mean to you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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TEST DRIVE 1

OBSERVATION OF DRIVER 1

These drives will help us see how your driving style
affects petrol consumption.

good

Method
1.

2.

Maintaining distance
Generally, the distance kept during the drive were

Follow the route indicated by the navigation system the way you
usually drive. You are responsible for your own and your
passengers safety during while driving. It is vital that you
abide traffic rules and you will be held accountable for any
driving offences or transgressions.
Collect all data in the table on page 17 after the drive.

too close		dangerously

Navigating curves
Generally, the speed before and while driving through curves was
too slow

too fast

suitable

Right of way
Before junctions, the driver usally...
behaved correctly
adapted		was surprised
behaved incorrectly
overwhelmed		made the wrong decisions
Speed selection (in town/outside of town/highway)
The legally prescribed speed limits were

Distribution of tasks = distribution of work
Driver
Passenger front seat
Passenger back seat
Passenger back seat
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Follow the route indicated by the navigation system
Count gear shifts
Count how many times the car comes to a stop
Take notice of the driver's style of driving

respected

not taken notice of		not respected

During the drive, I felt
safe

a little unsafe

very unsafe
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION

TEST DRIVE 2

Keep the following points in mind during the
secound drive

During the second drive, try implementing the
points addressed in the theoretical discussion

Car with manual transmission

Method

1.

1.

Follow the route indicated by the navigation system in your
own driving style. You are responsible for applying the
driving technique with the support of your passengers.
All traffic rules apply and nobody is allowed to be put at
risk.

2.

The passengers will support the driver with advice from
the theoretical discussion and help the driver to apply it.

2.
3.
4.
5.
Car with automatic transmission
1.

Distribution of tasks = distribution of work

2.

Driver
		
Passenger front seat
Passenger back seat
Passenger back seat

3.
4.

Follow the route indicated by the navigation system
with the improved driving technique
Count gear shifts and act as a couch
Count how many times the car comes to a stop
Take notice of the driver's style of driving

5.
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NOTES ON THE DRIVER

RESULTS

How does the driving in the first drive compare to
the secound one?

Please transfer all results from both drives
into the table below

1.
2.
3.

Consumption l Ø-Average Speed No of stops Gear shifts
			
Test drive 1		

l		

Km/h

Test drive 2		

l		

Km/h

Difference		

l		

Km/h

4.
5.

Clever driving benefits all of us

6.

- more comfort due to a relaxed and forward-looking driving style
- less CO2 production due to lower petrol consumption
- safer thanks to an improved driving style and maintaining distance
- less noise, as the motor and tires reduce the noise level
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COURSE EVALUATION
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Maintaining distance

Braking distance / Emergency braking

Goal

Goal

It’s important to know that different vehicles require different braking distances. External factors, such as weather (rain, snow), or the
street (chippings, sand, etc.) are often underestimated, although they
drastically affect the braking distance.

You experienced how the braking distance is influenced by increasing
your speed. You are aware of the remaining speed and what consequences it has.

Conclusion

Conclusion
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COURSE EVALUATION

Navigating curves

Clever Driving

Goal

Goal

You see the connection between choosing the right speed and safely
navigating through curves.

Being able to apply the principles of a sustainable and
energy-efficient mode of driving combined with a safe and
forward-looking driving style.

Conclusion
Conclusion
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REVIEW AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

How has this course affected me?

LEGAL BACKGROUND
Legal information on the two phase training
Only candidates, who attend this course day and do not have a history
of licence withdrawals related to traffic violations, are able to obtain
a permanent driver’s licence.

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Course
Attendance within 12 months

What are the next steps?

+ 1 Year
If 1st traffic violation leads to withdrawal of licence Your probation period will be extended for another year.

+ 1 Year
If 2nd violation leading to withdrawal of licence
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+ 1 Year
Waiting Period

Psychological
Assessment
Only after receiving a positive
psychological assessment,
you will be permitted to go
through the process of acquiring a driving licence again.
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